
 
 

DAY 4 - A "PURR-FECT" DAY ON THE FLOOR 

Transcript 

Hi everyone! It’s Day 4 of The 12 Days of Yoga. 

Today’s session focuses on majariasana, the cat pose.  

This recording relates to the floor variations of the pose. For the seated and standing poses, 

refer to the other recording. 

Variations of cat pop up in many of my classes because it’s ‘purr-fect’ for warming up the spine. 

It’s also accessible to many people with different levels of fitness and yoga experience. 

Before starting, if you know that you need support for your knees and wrists, make sure that 

you have enough cushions and blankets available. 

 

(0:58) SETTING UP THE POSE 
When you’re ready, come down onto your hands and knees.  

Ensure that the knees are directly below the hips; and the wrists, elbows and shoulders are 

stacked on top of each other with the fingers spread wide. 

If you need padding for your knees, roll up the mat or use a blanket or cushion.  

If you have problems with your wrists, try one of the following: 

 You can move the hands a little forward to reduce the weight on the wrists 

 You can roll up a blanket or mat, and place your palms on the edge of the blanket 

 You can make fists, turn the palms towards each other, and support your weight on your 

knuckles 

 Or come down onto your forearms. 

Remember to come out of a pose whenever you need to and stretch or rotate your wrists. 

There’s a lot of wrist work in this session. 

(2:04) CAT 
Moving into cat. 

Breathe in. 

 Lift the tail bone, 

 Let the abdomen come towards the ground, 

 Open the chest and draw it forward,  

 and then raise the head. 

Do not take the neck back too far. 
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Hold this position and breathe.  

And as you breathe in and out, feel the chest opening. 

… 

On an exhalation, tuck the tail bone under, round through the back and drop the head. 

Hold this position. Imagine that your hands are in concrete, you’re pushing up. 

And as you breathe in and out, feel the shoulder blades expanding and relaxing. 

… 

Now continue the movement doing whatever feels good for you: 

 You might like to breathe naturally and focus on moving the spine lightly and loosely. 

 You might like to work with the breath, inhaling as you open through the chest, exhaling 

as you round through the back. 

 Or, you might like to bring attention to the vertebra and move each vertebra from the 

base of the spine: 

 Inhale, raise the tail bone, work up the spine, the head coming up last. 

 And on the exhalation, lowering the tail bone, moving vertebra by vertebra up 

through the back. 

Do whatever feels right for you! 

… 

Complete this round you’re on and then push the buttocks back to the heels, rest the head on 

the floor, arms stretched out overhead – extended pose of the child. 

And play with this position. It might be more comfortable to bring the knees wide, letting the 

abdomen sink towards the floor. If you don’t like your forehead on the ground, make fists and 

rest your forehead on your hands. 

… 

(5:11) TIGER 
Slowly, come back onto your hands and knees. 

Move into tiger using the right leg: 

 Breathing in. Extend the right leg out straight behind, bend knee and bring the foot in 

towards the buttocks. Open the chest, raise the head. 

 And on the exhalation, drop the tail bone, round up through the back, drop the head, and 

bring that right knee in towards the chest. 

Continue moving on this side with the breath: 

  Inhaling, extending the right leg out, bringing the heel into the buttocks as you open the 

chest and raise the head. 

 Exhaling, rounding up through the spine and bringing the knee in towards the chest. 

… 

Do a couple more rounds … and then gently bring the buttocks back towards the heels, coming 

back to the pose of the child. 
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… 

When you’re ready, moving to the other side. 

Come back onto your hands and knees: 

 And on an inhalation, extend the left leg out to the back, bring the heel into the buttocks, 

open the chest, raise the head. 

 And on the exhalation, dropping the tail bone, rounding up through the back, dropping 

the head, bringing the left knee in towards the chest. 

Continue working with the breath.  

… 

Do a couple more rounds … and then bring yourself back into pose of the child. 

(8:43) CAT SIDE STRETCH 
Come up onto your knees for a moment, and just do some wrist rotations to loosen up through 

the wrists. 

Then when you’re ready come back onto your hands and knees. This time have the knees hip 

width apart. 

Feel that your back is straight –back of the head towards the ceiling, the tail bone and crown of 

the head extending away from each other. 

 Inhale, and on the out breath, soften the left elbow, keep the back of the head towards 

the ceiling, bend towards the right, as if you’re trying to peer around a corner. 

 Take a couple of deep breaths, and on an inhalation come back to a straight spine. 

 On your next exhalation, soften the right elbow and bend towards the left, not moving 

the position of the head - keeping the back of that head towards the ceiling. 

 Take a couple of deep breaths, and on an inhalation, straightening the spine. 

Do another two on each side, holding the bend for a couple of breaths.  

… 

As you bend to the side, feel those outer ribs expanding and contracting with the breath. 

… 

And when you’re finished, coming back to a kneeling position, and doing a couple of wrist 

rotations or stretches. 

(11:44) TWISTING CAT/EAGLE ARMS 
The next pose is twisting cat, also known in some traditions, as thread the needle.  

This pose involves a slight forward bend with a twist, which can put a lot of pressure on the 

spine. Twisting cat can also place pressure on the neck. 

So, if twisting cat is not for you, do eagle arms as follows: 

 Remain in a kneeling position or come into a comfortable seated position. 

 Bring your arms out in front at shoulder level with the palms together. 

 Bend the elbows and squeeze the palms, forearms and elbows together in front. 

 Keep the elbows at shoulder level, and hold the pose. 
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Come out whenever you need to, and then move back into the stretch. 

 

For a stronger stretch, hook the right elbow over the left and try to bring the palms together. 

 

If twisting cat is OK for you, come back onto the hands and knees: 

 Breathing in, bring the right arm out to the side and up in the air, turning the body 

towards the right, opening through the chest. 

 And on an exhalation, swing the arm back down and ‘thread’ it through the space 

between your left arm and left leg. Lower the right shoulder against the ground and the 

right side of the head. 

You’re trying to rest on the back of the right shoulder so you’re getting the stretch 

through the shoulder and upper back. There should be no pressure in the neck. 

 Hold this position. Breathe. 

 On your next inhalation, untwist. Bring the right arm back into the air, opening to the 

right. 

 And on an exhalation, come back to hands and knees. 

If you’re doing the eagle arms stretch, bring the arms back by the side. Give them a bit of a 

shake. 

 

So, moving to the other side.  

If you’re doing the eagle arm stretch, repeat the stretch. And if you were doing the stronger 

stretch, bring the left elbow over the right. 

For those doing the twisting cat: 

 Inhale, and bring the left arm out to the side, up in the air, opening the chest towards the 

left. 

 And as you exhale, thread the left arm through and lower your shoulder and head 

towards the ground. 

 Hold this position, and breathe. 

… 

 On your next inhalation, untwist and bring the arm back into the air. 

 And on the exhalation, come back to hands and knees. 

If you’re doing the eagle arm stretch, release the arms. Give them a bit of a shake. 

… 

(16:24) ENDING THE SESSION 
Either come into a comfortable seated or kneeling position, or come down into shavasana, 

laying on your back. 

Close the eyes and bring the awareness to the breath. 

With each in breath, feel the body expanding. 
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And on the exhalation, soften and let go. 

Rest here for a couple of minutes, letting the effects of the poses be assimilated into the body.  

… 

And when you’re ready, open the eyes and continue with your day. 

 

Aum shanti! 


